
TFP Contract and Model Release Form 

This document constitutes a binding contract between ___________ (“Model"), and 

_______________________("Photographer"), regulating the ownership and use of 

photographs and derivative works based thereupon (collectively hereafter the "Photos") 

taken by Photographer of Model on the date of ________________for all lawful purposes, 

subject to the terms and conditions described below. "The basis for this contract is a non-

commercial arrangement where Model in the interest of gaining modeling experience, agrees 

that in exchange of modeling time, he/she shall receive processed photographs delivered to 

Model by Photographer in the quantity and format described as follows:" (“TFP Contract and 

Model Release.”) 

 A.      Digital Files 
         Quantity: Complete CD (usb etc.), digital file (jpeg etc.) or equivalent of 

all proofs taken during shoot 
Delivery shall take place promptly and under any circumstance no longer than ___ days 

after the date Photographer signs this contract. This delivery constitutes the whole 

obligation of Photographer towards Model. Model will not sell or otherwise transfer 

publication rights to any of the Photos without Photographer's prior consent. Likewise, 

Photographer agrees the same. Model agrees that any watermark and copyright notice that 

appear as part of a Photo must be left intact. 

****Albeit not everyone’s cup of tea I (ivy: model) felt my hand forced to require it 

after shooting TFP with several creatives wherein I worked 2+hrs and participated in 3+ 

outfit changes as well as provided my own (makeup, styling, hair, props, and transportation 

services) and received as compensation a diminutive 3-5 photos that at times didn’t even 

include all outfits/locations from the shoot. Having felt as though I put in a good $100 

worth of arduous work and effort this felt kindred to receiving a $0.25 tip. I understand 

that if I break any terms of this contract concerning the proof images I receive that not 

only will I forego the privilege of working with the below signed photographer ever again or 

until they deem acceptable but I also will be faced with the possibility of being blacklisted 

by any/all photographers that are privy to learn of my wrong doing. If you as the 

photographer still feel that you cannot trust me to uphold this contract fully and you do not 

wish to send me all images both edited/unedited than please kindly return this form with 

the proper box initialed, and your name signed. Hopefully, we will be able to agree at a later 

time. Thank you. ~Ivy (Amber Harris) Princess Modeling 
 

 

_________________________________ 

Model's signature  

____________Date 

 

_________________________________ 

Photographer's signature 
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